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Numerous models of concurrency have been considered in the frame-
work of automata. Among the more interesting concurrency models are
classical nondeterminism and pure concurrency, the two facets of alterna-
tion, and the bounded concurrency model. Bounded concurrency was
previously considered to be similar to nondeterminism and pure con-
currency in the sense of the succinctness of automata augmented with
these features. In this paper we show that, when viewed more broadly,
the power (of succinctness) of bounded concurrency is in fact most
similar to the power of alternation. Our contribution is that, just like
nondeterminism and pure concurrency are ‘‘complement equivalent,’’
bounded concurrency and alternation are ‘‘reverse equivalent’’ over finite
automata. The reverse equivalence is expressed by the existence of poly-
nomial transformations, in both directions, between bounded concurrency
and alternation for the reverse of the language accepted by the other. It
follows, that bounded concurrency is double-exponentially more succinct
than DFAs with respect to reverse, while alternation only saves one expo-
nent. This is as opposed to the direct case where alternation saves two
exponents and bounded concurrency saves only one. An immediate
corollary is that for languages over a one-letter alphabet, bounded con-
currency and alternation are equivalent. We complete the picture of
succinctness results for these languages by considering the different
combinations of the concurrency models using additional lower bounds.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Classical automata have been enriched with existential and universal branching
in order to capture parallelism. However, in contrast to real-life concurrent systems,
these models do not capture the notion of cooperation between processes which is
essential to concurrent systems. Moreover, in the real world, systems always have
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a bounded number of processors that work in cooperation, and automata, enriched
with existential or universal branching, may be in an unbounded number of states
in a given configuration. Drusinsky and Harel [2] introduced bounded concurrency
which also uses the framework of automata yet captures the bounded cooperation
which appears in real-life concurrent systems. Bounded concurrency turns out to be
very robust, modeling the kind of concurrency present in statecharts [5], Petri nets
[15], CCS [12], CSP [10] and others. Following the notation used in [2, 4, 8]
we shall use E, A, and C, respectively to denote existential branching (nondeter-
minism), universal branching (AND-parallelism), and bounded concurrency. We
will use < to denote the lack of all three of these features, i.e. an <-automata, or
<-FA for short, is a DFA.
The class of languages accepted by automata augmented with any combination
of these three features is known to be the class of regular languages. Nevertheless,
these features are distinguished by their succinctness. It is well known, for example,
that NFAs (E-FAs) are exponentially more succinct than DFAs (<-FAs) in the
following (upper and lower bound) sense [11, 14]:
v Any NFA can be simulated by a DFA with at most an exponential growth
in size.
v There is a family of regular sets Ln for n>0, such that each Ln is accepted
by an NFA of linear size, but the smallest DFA accepting it is at least of size 2n.
The same is true for A-FAs (sometimes called \-automata), in which all the
branching is universal. In fact, automata that combine both types of branching,
universal and existential, better known as alternation automata (or EA-FA in our
notation), are exponentially more succinct than both NFAs (E-FAs) and A-FAs
and are double-exponentially more succinct than DFAs [1]. In [2] the bounded
concurrency model, with, without, and with partial, universal, and existential
branching, was compared, in measures of succinctness, to automata with the
different possible combinations of universal and existential branching features, and
to simple deterministic automata. Hirst and Harel [8], continued this line of
research, investigating pushdown automata, once again measuring succinctness for
all the different, above-mentioned features when augmented to pushdown auto-
mata. Globerman and Harel [4] did the same for two-way automata and showed
an infinite hierarchy of succinctness for regular languages using pebble automata.
Recently, Harel, Kupferman, and Vardi [6] have extended bounded concurrency to
verification of concurrent systems.
In [2] it was shown that just like E-FAs and A-FAs, C-FAs are exponentially
more succinct than DFAs. Moreover, automata augmented with both the C and
E features, EC-FA (or, alternatively, augmented with C and A, AC-FA) have a
double exponential savings over DFAs. Also, EC-FAs are double-exponentially
more succinct than A-FAs and from symmetrical reasoning AC-FAs are double-
exponentially more succinct than E-FAs. EAC-FAs, i.e. automata augmented with
all three features, are triple-exponentially more succinct than DFAs. This shows
that bounded concurrency (C) is independent of nondeterminism (E) and parallelism
(A) and is also additive with respect to them. A complete list of the succinctness
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FIG. 1. Bounds between concurrency models over finite automata.
between the different concurrency models appears in the table in Fig. 1. The hypercube
describes the results graphically. All arrows in the hypercube represent exactly one
exponent of succinctness. The other bounds follow from the additivity.
A surprising result regarding the C feature is its power in the sense that C-FAs
and EA-FAs can simulate each other with at most an exponential growth in size
and this exponential gap cannot be eliminated (see [2, 9]).
Our main result in this paper is that C-FAs and EA-FAs can polynomially
simulate the reverse of each other. We achieve this by describing the actual reverse
simulation of any C-FA by an EA-FA, and vice versa. This is a rather surprising
result, since C-FAs, E-FAs, and A-FAs are each exponentially more succinct than
<-FAs, while EA-FAs are double-exponentially more succinct than <-FAs. This
would seem to lend credibility to the claim that C-FAs are closer in power (of
succinctness) to E-FAs and A-FAs. The fact that there is an exponential gap for an
EA-FA to model a C-FA seems to show that C-FAs are slightly stronger than
E-FAs and A-FAs. Our results strengthen this by showing the reverse equivalence
between C-FAs and EA-FAs. In fact, it follows that when considering a language
and its reverse, C is double-exponentially more succinct than DFAs, while EA saves
only one exponent, which is exactly the converse of the direct case. This seems to
balance the power of C and EA over finite automata.
Beyond the classification achieved by these results, the results yield two impor-
tant corollaries. The first appeared in [4] and used our results to show that two-
way automata can be simulated by alternating automata with only a polynomial
increase in size. The beauty of this result is the use of bounded concurrency to
achieve a result in classical automata. The second corollary regards languages over
a one-letter alphabet. For such languages, there is no difference between a language
and its reverse. Therefore, it follows that for these languages C-FAs and EA-FAs
are equivalent. To complete the picture for languages over a one-letter alphabet, we
also show that, just like in the general alphabet case, when A and C are combined
they serve for a double exponential saving over E. From symmetric reasoning we
deduce the same for E. It follows that, even over a one-letter alphabet, C retains its
exponential saving over all other mentioned machines. However, even though each
of E and A save an exponent over DFAs, in the one-letter alphabet case, they are
not additive. All other comparisons of these feature follow from these results and
the results in [1, 2, 11, 14].
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FIG. 2. Bounds over a one-letter alphabet.
Figure 2 contains a table with all the bounds between the different machines
when the languages are over a one-letter alphabet. The table entries, as in the
general case, represent upper and lower exponential bounds. Entries in bold differ
from the results for general languages. The hypercube, once again, gives a graphical
description of the results. The dashed arrow indicates a polynomial transformation
and the other arrows, exponential succinctness. All other bounds are formed by the
shortest path along the arrows.
Section 2 contains the necessary definitions of the different automata. Section 3
contains the polynomial transformations between alternating automata and bounded
concurrency automata for the reverse of the other. In Section 4 we use the results
of Section 3 and add results to show bounds for languages over one-letter alphabet.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The following definitions of automata, augmented with the different concurrency
features, follow the definitions in [2, 4]. Since nondeterminism and pure parallelism
are well known enrichments of automata, the only thing that may require an
explanation here is C. The reader who prefers to be spared the formal definitions
may simply think of a C-FA as consisting of a bounded number of communicating
DFAs. The way to add E and A is then quite natural.
Definition 1. Let 7 be a finite alphabet. Define an EAC-FA to be a tuple
M=(M1 , ..., Mv , 8, 9), for some v1, where each Mi is a triplet (Qi , q0i , $i). Here,
Qi is a finite set of pairwise-disjoint states, q0i # Qi is the initial state, and $i , the
transition table, is a finite subset of the product Qi _7_1_Qi . We use 1 to
denote the collection of propositional formulas over the alphabet of the atomic
letters 1 jv Qj . Finally, 8, the E-condition, and 9, the termination condition, are
elements of 1.
The intuition is that M consists of v automata (sometimes called M’s orthogonal
components, or simply components for short), each with its own set of states, initial
state, and transition table. The automata work together in a synchronous manner,
taking transitions according to the (common) input symbol being read, their
internal states, and the condition formulas from 1. These formulas are interpreted
to take on truth values according to the states of possibly all the v components.
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8 distinguishes between existential and universal state configurations (i.e., between
E and A states), and 9 defines accepting configurations.
More formally, a configuration of M is an element of Q1_Q2_ } } } _Qv_7*_N,
indicating the state each of the Mi is in, the input word, and the position of M in the
word. Thus, m|x| for any configuration (q1 , ..., qv , x, m). We say that a configuration
c satisfies a condition # # 1, if # evaluates to true when each symbol therein is assigned
true iff it appears in c. Thus, e.g., (q 6 p) 7 cr, where q, p # Q1 and r # Q2 , will be
satisfied by any configuration for which M1 is in state q or p, and M2 is not in
state r.
To define the behavior of M, let x=x1 x2 } } } xk be a word over 7, and let
t=(q, a, #, p) be a transition in Mi ’s transition table $i . We say that t is applicable
to a configuration c=(q1 , ..., qv , x, j), if xj=a, q i=q, and c satisfies #. A configura-
tion ( p1 , ..., pv , x, m) is said to be a successor of c if for each i there is a transition
(qi , x j , #i , pi) # $i that is applicable to c, and m= j+1. A configuration is existential
if it satisfies the E-conditions 8; otherwise it is universal. A configuration is accepting
iff it satisfies the termination condition 9.
A computation of M on x # 7* is defined in a way very similar to that of alternat-
ing automata (see [1]). It consists of a tree, in which each node is labeled with a
configuration. The root is labeled with the initial configuration (q01 , q
0
2 , ..., q
0
v , x, 1),
and a node has one successor node for each of its label’s successor configurations,
labeled with that successor configuration. The leaves are the configurations of
the form (qk1 , q
k
2 , ..., q
k
v , x, k), where |x|=k, i.e. those that represent the end of the
word. The leaves are assigned 10 (acceptreject) marks, depending on whether the
appropriate configuration satisfies the termination condition 9. Nodes are assigned
10 marks, in a bottom up manner, as in the definition for alternating automata,
‘‘or’’ing the marks of the successors of an existential node and ‘‘and’’ing those of a
universal node. The input word x is accepted iff the root gets marked with 1.
Note that if there is only one orthogonal component, the machine M is simply
an alternating automaton (in our terminology, it is an EA-FA); if, in addition, 8
is a tautology, then all states are existential, so that M is an NFA (an E-FA). In this
case, since there is only one orthogonal component, each configuration contains
only one state and, therefore, the termination condition  actually defines the
accepting states. Also, for convenience, we will use the standard terminology: _-state for
an existential state and \-state for a universal state. If 8 is inconsistent, then all states
are universal, so that M is an \-automaton (an A-FA); if $ is deterministic, i.e. $
does not contain two transitions emanating from the same state and labeled with
the same symbol, then M is a DFA (a <-FA). If there are several components then
the automata previously described are augmented with the C feature; e.g., if $ is
deterministic then M is a C-FA.
Example. Consider the language
Ln=[w1 *w2 *w3* } } } *wk8w | k1, w # [0, 1]n, _i wi=w].
Any DFA accepting Ln must have at least 0(22
n
) states by the pigeonhole principle,
i.e. before scanning w the DFA must have a different state for every possibly subset
of [x # [0, 1]n].
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Note that with the C feature it is possible to simulate a counter that can count
from 1 to n by using log n components with two states each, where one state
represents the bit 0 and the other represents 1. The log n components represent a
binary word with value between 0 and n. We can use transitions to ‘‘increment’’ the
value of the binary word. This requires two transitions in each component each
with a formula of size O(log n). Therefore, the overall size of this ‘‘counter’’ is
O(log2 n).
We now outline an EAC-FA M, of size O(log2 n), accepting Ln [2, 9]. M guesses
(using an _-state) which wi=w and checks if each bit (using a \-state) of wi is equal
to the appropriate bit in w in the following way: M ‘‘remembers’’ the bit, counts till
n (suspending the counting between the * and the 8), and checks if the bit it
arrived at is the same bit it remembered. In parallel, M uses a ‘‘counter’’ to check
whether |w|=n.
Definition 2. The size of the machine M=(M1 } } } Mv , 8, 9) is defined to be
|M|=|8|+|9|+7vi=1 |Mi | , where the size of a formula in 1 is its length in
symbols, and the size of each component automaton is defined by |Mi |=|Qi |+
7(q, a, #, p) # $i (3+|#| ).
=-moves. The definitions could have been given to include =-moves, too, by
taking $i in Definition 1 to be a finite subset of Qi _(7 _ =)_1_Qi and modifying
the other parts of the definitions accordingly. In general the results throughout the
paper do not include =-moves, yet they hold for this version, too.
One exception is our use of =-moves in EA-automata. In this case we allow only
special =-moves which can be, in a certain sense, translated to non-=-moves. To
understand this consider a universal state s. During the computation we branch to
all sons, s1 , ..., sk , of s that are reachable via transitions with the appropriate letter.
This branching corresponds to a formula s1 7 s2 7 } } } 7 sk . Likewise the branch-
ing from an existential state s with such sons corresponds to the formula s1 6 s2
6 } } } 6 sk . If we add =-moves this may create more complex branching formulas.
Consider the example in Fig. 3. The corresponding formula is s1 7 (s3 6 s4).
The =-moves that we allow are those that form formulas with size at most poly-
nomial in the number of states in the automaton. Allowing these =-moves follows
the original definitions appearing in [1].
We now define the exponential and multi-exponential gaps we are interested in
establishing between the various kinds of machines.
FIG. 3. An EA-automaton with =-moves.
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Definition 3. For any constant c>1, we let c[k](n) denote the k-fold exponen-
tial function cc
. .
.n
, with k occurrences of c.
Upper bounds. Let !1 and !2 be any two subsets of [E, A, C]. We write !1  !2
(respectively, !1 w
k !2), if any !1-FA of size n can be transformed into an equiv-
alent !2-FA with at most a polynomial (respectively, O(2[k]( p(n))), for some
polynomial p) increase in size. When !1-FA and !2 -FA are over one-letter alphabet
we write !1 1 !2 (respectively, !1 w
k
1 !2).
Lower bounds. Let !1 and !2 be any two subsets of [E, A, C]. We write !1 wk !2 ,
if there is a family of regular languages Ln for n>0, and a monotonically increasing
function f such that Ln is accepted by a !1-FA of size f (n), but the smallest !2 -FA
accepting it is at least of size O(2[k]( p( f (n)))) for some polynomial p. When !1 -FA
and !2-FA are over a one-letter alphabet we write !1 wk 1 !2 .
When any of the arrows in these notations are superscripted by an r, as in
!1 r !2 , the intention is that the claimed-to-exist !2 -FA accepts the reverse of the
language accepted by the !1-machine, rather than that language itself.
Definition 4. !1 and !2 are equivalent (reverse equivalent) if !1  !2 and
!2  !1 (!1 r !2 and !2 r !1). We denote this with !1 W !2 (!1 W r !2).
3. REVERSE EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN ALTERNATION AND
BOUNDED CONCURRENCY
In [2] it was shown that bounded concurrency and alternation machines can
simulate each other with at most an exponential growth in size and that this
exponential gap, in general, cannot be eliminated. In this section we show that
bounded concurrency and alternation machines can simulate the reverse of the
language accepted by the other with only a polynomial increase in size.
Definition 5. A two-state C-FA is a C-FA with exactly two states in each
orthogonal component. See Fig. 4 for a visual explanation.
Lemma 6. There is a polynomial p such that for each C-FA of size n there is an
equivalent two-state C-FA of size at most p(n).
Proof. Let M be a C-FA. For each state, s, of M set a component with two
states ys and ns denoting the presence of M in s during the computation. Define the
transitions according to the transitions in M. K
FIG. 4. A two-state C-FA.
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We are now ready to show that alternation automata and bounded concurrency
automata can each polynomially simulate the reverse of the other.
Lemma 7. EA r C.
Proof. Let M be an EA-FA of size n, with states [s1 , ..., sk], kn, where s1 is
the initial state. We can build a two-state C-FA, M , of size polynomial in n such
that L(M )=L(M)R in the following way: Define M1 , ..., Mk as M ’s orthogonal
components corresponding to the k states of M. For 1ik, Mi=(Qi , q0i , $i),
such that Qi=[ yi , ni], which will represent the truth value of si during the
computation. Define the initial state as
q0i ={yi ,ni ,
if si is an accepting state in M;
otherwise.
For each \-state si and letter a with transitions (si , a, sj1), (si , a, sj2), ..., (si , a, sjl ), we
create two transitions in M , one from ni to yi with condition (a, yj1 7 } } } 7 yjl)
and one from yi to ni with the negated condition. For example, if M contains
then M will contain
Likewise for each _-state si and letter a with transitions (si , a, sj1), (si , a, sj2), ...,
(si , a, sjl ), we create two transitions in M , one from ni to yi with condition
(a, yj1 6 } } } 6 yjl) and one from yi to ni with the negated condition. So if M
consists of the following:
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then M will contain
If M contains =-transitions as well, then the conditions of the transitions in M
will be respectively more complex. The formula on such a transition from ni to yi
(or yi to ni) will describe the required truth values of the states of M such that si
will become true (false). Consider the example in Fig. 3. For this example the
following is constructed.
The termination condition will be y1 , which corresponds to ‘‘being’’ in the initial
state of M : s1 . M is deterministic, since for each state there is only one transition
defined to leave the state for a given letter. Also, its size is polynomial in n. M
accepts exactly L(M)R since its initial configuration represents ‘‘being’’ in (all and
only) the accepting states of M, and the transitions from configuration to configura-
tion in a computation path of an input word w, precisely match the propagation
process of the truth values of the states of M in the computation tree of the
word wR.
Formally, w is accepted by M iff M is in y1 at the end of the computation iff the
truth value of s1 is 1 at the end of the computation of wR by M iff wR is accepted
by M.
The converse also holds.
Lemma 8. C r EA.
Proof. Let M be a C-FA of size n. Following Lemma 6, we may assume w.l.o.g.
that M is a two-state C-FA. First, each transition t=(q, a, #, p) is replaced with
t=(q, a, # 7 q, p).
If M is
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then we will have
For each state add transitions to the state itself, one for each input letter, with
logical conditions describing the conditions in which we remain in the state and do
not leave it.
In order to clarify the simulation concept, we first describe the simulation in the
case where the length of the conditions on the transitions remains polynomial in n,
even after they are transformed into DNF.
Transform all the logical conditions of the transitions into DNF. The previous
example now looks like
Separate each transition containing 6-connectives into a number of transitions
such that each of them will contain only 7-connectives.
Transform each negation cq in a condition to p, where p is the second state
in the same component. This can be done because in a two-state C-FA, not to be
in q, means to be in p.
The resulting two-state C-FA M$ is equivalent to M from the aspect that the
computation paths of all input words are identical in both C-FAs. Clearly, M$ is
also deterministic with size polynomial in n.
In our example M$ is
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Now, build an EA-FA, M in the following way. For each state of M$ define a
_-state in M . For each transition of M$ define a \-state in M .
From a \-state in M (which represents a transition in M$) we create =-transitions
to all the _-states representing the states in M$ in which we have to be in so that
we perform that transition. From a _-state in M we create transitions with an input
letter a to all \-states representing the transitions with a, which enter this state in
the C-FA, M$. For example, from state n3 , and from transition A in M$, we receive
the following transitions in M :
If the termination condition of M$ is simply one state then we define the initial
state of M to be the corresponding _-state. If the termination condition is more
complex then we will treat it, together with the complex formulas later on.
The accepting states of M will be the _-states representing the states in the initial
configuration of M$.
The idea of the construction of M is that for any input word the propagation
process on the computation tree of M on this word simulates the computation path
of the C-FA M$ on the reverse of this word. An _-state, which represents a state in
M$, was defined to be of type _ because M$ is in some state in a certain instance
of time during the computation if it performed one of the transitions entering that
state. Likewise, the \-state which represents a transition of M$, was defined to be
of type \ because a transition of M$ is enabled to perform if M$ is in all the
appropriate states according to the conditions of the transition.
Clearly, the size of M is polynomial in n. Now, we will show that L(M )=LR. Let
w # 7*, |w|=n. The computation tree of w by M contains 2n+1 levels. The root
is a _-state representing the accepting states of the two-state C-FA, M$. Its sons, on
level 2, are \-states, representing the transitions which enter the state which is
represented by the root with the first input letter of w. On the third level there are
_-states representing the states of M$ that M$ must be in, in order to perform the
transitions represented in level 2. Level 4 contains \-states, etc.
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The propagation of the truth values in the computation tree of M on w is
analogous to the computation path of the two-state C-FA M$ on wR. The leaves of
the tree represent the initial configuration in that the truth value of an _-state,
which represents a state in the initial configuration, is 1 and the truth value of the
rest is 0. The truth values of the \-states in the level above the leaves will be 1 for
those who represent transitions that can be performed in M$ from the initial con-
figuration, and 0 for the rest. In the next level, upwards in the tree, the truth value
of the _-states will be 1 for those that represent states in the target configuration
resulting from the initial configuration, after scanning the first letter of wR, etc.
Therefore, the truth value of the rest of the tree will be 1 iff M$ is in the accepting
state after scanning all wR. Thus, w # L(M ) iff wR # L(M$)=L.
Now, we show the simulation for the case where the formulas are more complex.
Let M be the two-state C-FA (without the transformation of the logical conditions
into DNF). One can translate each logical condition into an equivalent condition
containing only 6 and 7 connectives, not necessarily DNF, with only linear blowup.
We can represent such a condition by a tree where the leaves represent the atomic
conditions and the internal nodes represent the 6 and 7 connectives.
For example, consider a two-state C-FA with 2k components and 4k states
[ y1 , n1 , y2 , n2 , ..., y2k , n2k] which has a transition with
( y1 6 y2) 7 ( y3 6 y4) 7 } } } 7 ( y2k&1 6 y2k).
This formula is complex because it is of size 2k and any equivalent DNF formula
must have size exponential in k. The tree representing this condition will be a tree
of height 2, with a \-state root which has 2k edges leaving it to _-states. Each
_-state will have two edges one to yi and one to yi+1 , according to the conjunct
it represents.
Now, we build an EA-FA M in the following way: For each state of M define
a _-state in M . For each transition and for the termination condition, build a tree
of =-transitions representing the suitable logical conditions. The root of the tree
corresponding to the termination condition will be the initial state of M .
We define transitions with the appropriate input letters from each _-state, which
represent a state of M$, into the roots of the trees representing the transitions which
enter this state with the appropriate letter in M$.
The size of M is polynomial in n. In this case the computation tree of w # 7*
is more complicated, but here too, the propagation of the truth values in the
computation tree of w by M matches the computation path of wR by M$. Thus,
L(M )=L(M$)R=LR. K
Combining Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 yields our main result.
Theorem 9. C W r EA.
The following corollary follows from Lemma 8 and uses bounded concurrency to
obtain a polynomial transformation from two-way automata to alternating auto-
mata. We will use T into denote the two-wayness feature.
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Corollary 10 [4]. T  EA.
Proof. Obviously, T r T. By a result in [4], T  C. It follows that T r T 
C r EA, yielding the claim. K
4. BOUNDS FOR MACHINES OVER ONE-LETTER LANGUAGES
In this section we consider the succinctness of the different concurrency models
for languages over a one-letter alphabet. In order to establish the same bounds as
in the general case it is sufficient to establish the lower bounds using examples of
languages over one letter. On the other hand, it turns out that some of the bounds
are lower than the bounds in the general case. These bounds will follow from the
equivalence which exists between C-FA and EA-FA for languages over a one-letter
alphabet. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 9:
Corollary 11. EA W1 C.
The upper bounds are accomplished using Corollary 11 and by the upper bounds
which were proved in the general case.
Corollary 12. 1. EA w1 1 <.
2. EAC w1 1 C.
3. EAC w2 1 <.
Proof. It was shown in [2] (see Fig. 1) that C w1 < and that EAC w1 EA
(note that these bounds are for an arbitrary alphabet and, in particular, they hold
for the one-letter case). Combining this with Corollary 11 yields the three bounds.
K
Now we prove two lower bounds which will be sufficient to obtain all other
lower bounds in our complexity table.
Proposition 13. 1. AC w
2 1
E.
2. EC w
2 1
A.
Proof. Let Ln = [ak | \m  n, m | k ] = [ ak | k ( mod c ) = 0, where c =
lcm(1, 2, ..., n)].
There is an AC-FA, M, of size O(log n) which accepts Ln . M uses two counters
that can count up till n, which we informally call A and B. A counter is imple-
mented with O(log n) orthogonal components, each containing two states, simulating
O(log n) bits (see [2]). We still add one more component that serves as a controller.
First, we allow M in parallel to guess a number between 1 and n in A; assume m.
This can be done using transitions to both states in each component of A with a
condition that requires that the controller be in the initial state. M then checks if m
divides the length of the input word by decrementing A by 1 and incrementing B by
1 for each letter of the input word till A becomes 0. At this stage, M exchanges the
roles of A and B and repeats the process until the whole input word has been
scanned. m divides the length of the input word iff A or B is zero at the end of the
computation; M does this for each 1mn in parallel. So, the word is accepted iff
the conditions of the language are fulfilled.
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In contrast, any E-FA accepting Ln must contain at least c states, which are
exponential in n. Since, otherwise, the accepting path of ac of the E-FA would
contain some state appearing twice in a substring of length c&1 at most. So we
could pump the path and accept other words that are not in Ln .
For the second case, choose Ln =7*&Ln . The result follows from the symmetry
between E and A for a language and its complement. K
Corollary 14. Let ! be E or A and let ’ be < or C. Then:
1. EAC w
2 1
!.
2. EAC w
2 1
<.
3. !C w
2 1
<.
4. !’ w
1 1
[EA&!] ’.
5. C w
1 1
!.
6. !C w
1 1
EA.
7. EA’ w
1 1
’.
Proof. (1), (2), and (3) follow directly from Proposition 13. The others follow
from special cases of the upper bounds [2]: (4) follows from Proposition 13 and the
upper bounds EC w1 E and AC w1 A; (5) follows from Proposition 13, EC w2 A,
and AC w2 E; (6) follows from Proposition 13 and EA w1 !. If ’=C then (7)
follows from (2) and C w1 <. If ’=< then (7) follows from (2) and EAC w1 EA. K
Corollary 15. Let !1 be a subset of [E, A], !2 be a subset of [E, C], and !3
be a subset of [A, C]. Then:
1. !1C w1 1 !1 .
2. !2A w1 1 !2 .
3. !3E w1 1 !3 .
Proof. If |!1|=1 then (1) follows from Corollary 14(1) and from EAC w
1 !1C.
If !1=[E, A] it follows from Corollary 14(1) and from EA w
1 A. If !2 or !3 equal
C, then it follows from Proposition 13 and from C w1 E or C w1 A. If !2=E or
!3=A, then it follows from Corollary 14(1), and from EAC w
1 EA. Otherwise,
!2=EC (or !3=AC). In this case it follows from Corollary 14(1) and from
EC w1 E (or AC w1 A). K
The results for languages over one letter are similar to the results of the general
case in that, E, A and C, each have an exponential saving over finite automata. But,
in contrast to the general case, there is no additivity of A and E; i.e., enriching a
machine with both E and A saves only one exponent, not two. On the other hand,
C and E are additive and C and A are also additive. This gives an advantage to C
over each of E and A. Actually, we have seen that C-FA is equivalent to E and A
together; i.e., there are polynomial simulations between C-FA and EA-FA and vice
versa, in contrast to the general case, where there are only exponential simulations
in either way.
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